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The natural way to boost brain power
Take a positive step forward for your kids with Clicks, the healthy snack providing nutrients for hungry bodies and  
brains. With a unique recipe combining vitamins and minerals shown to enhance learning, increase attention and improve 
concentration, Clicks is the on-the-go, all-natural, tasty way to make learning click. 

Empower your kids with Clicks. Learn more and order at:
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The natural way to boost brain power
Take a positive step forward for your kids with Clicks, the healthy snack 
providing nutrients for hungry bodies and brains. With a unique recipe com-
bining vitamins and minerals shown to enhance learning, increase attention 
and improve concentration, Clicks is the on-the-go, all-natural, tasty way to 
make learning click. 

Empower your kids with Clicks. Learn more and order at:



For powerful and focused brains, give your kids the natural boost of Clicks Bar. With a unique  
recipe combining vitamins and minerals shown to enhance learning, increase attention and improve  
concentration, Clicks is the on-the-go, all-natural, tasty way to make learning click. 

Take a positive step forward with the natural power of Clicks
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Nutrients for active brains & growing bodies



For powerful and focused brains, give your kids the natural boost of Clicks 
Bar. With a unique recipe combining vitamins and minerals shown to enhance 
learning, increase attention and improve concentration, Clicks is the on-the-go, 
all-natural, tasty way to make learning click. 

Take a positive step forward with the natural power of Clicks

Nutrients for active brains & growing bodies
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  Feed the brain
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brain activated.

the natural way to boost growing minds and bodies.
Take a positive step forward for your kids with Clicks, the healthy snack providing  

nutrients for powerful brain activity. Our unique recipe combines vitamins and  

minerals shown to enhance learning, increase attention and improve concentration. 

Clicks is the on-the-go, organic, tasty way to make learning click. Empower your  

active kids naturally with the treat specially formulated for their needs. 
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larn more and order at www.clicksbar.com

brain activated.

the natural way to boost                        growing minds and bodies.
Take a positive step forward for your kids with Clicks, the healthy snack providing nutrients for powerful 
brain activity. Our unique recipe combines vitamins and minerals shown to enhance learning, increase a 
ttention and improve concentration. 

Clicks is the on-the-go, organic, tasty way to make learning click. Empower your active kids naturally with 
the treat specially formulated for their needs. 
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